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Plunge into ancient Egypt and follow Maya, a young magician, who has been ordered by Pharaoh to investigate the strange
accidents that have recently occurred at the great o 5d3b920ae0
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Cabn only open game sometime.. The Egyptian Prophecy is a fantastic rendering of Ancient Egypt and a pleasure to explore and
investigate. It's a point-and-click adventure with a full 360 view twist and a great story to boot! The puzzles are simple enough to
remain enjoyable and the story is interesting and non bland.. A great game. If you are a collecter you should own this game..
Game doesn't work. Crashes when you try to choose a player slot.. Well, I wasn't expecting something great from this game. But
I was kinda wrong. This game doesn't pretend to be ambitious, and it's not, but it perfectly fulfills its work. The Egyptian
Prophecy: The Fate of Ramses is an entertaining and educational game. The game pays close attention to historical details with
quite success. Any historian, or person who likes history and, most of all, Ancient Egypt, will love it. Or, at least, will like it.
Getting into the game, the gameplay for me was quite weird at the beginning, but I got used to it few minutes later. This is the
first time I played a "point and click" game. It has its difficulty, and has a story that traces, in broad strokes, the characteristics
of this ancient civilization: Daily life (houses), monumental works, medicine, rituals, religion. I have to say that the "difficulty
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curve" is a bit sloppy, but it doesn't make this game impossible anyway. The music is alright. Despite being a 2004 game, I think
it didn't age very badly (excluding few minor exceptions). What is a bit problematic, is compatibility. I had some problems, but
luckily I fixed those issues. In addition to the game, it brings a lot of extras, such as drawings, music, a "making of" film, etc. In
short, I recommend it, even more if it's on some sale, to learn and have a good time.. DO NOT BUY. DOES NOT WORK..
Pros: You'll get a highly detailed and interesting puzzle game. Cons: You most likely will have to fix the crashing problem by
finding the config data inside your Steam File and change the bFullScreen=1 line to bFullScreen=0. You have to play in window
mode then, but haven't seen any problems after that.. Crashes on profile selection. I got this in an adventure game bundle and
thought that some Egyptian mythology might be interesting for a change. But no. It's just so boring. Maybe it would pick up the
pace later, but I lost interest after trudging through so many empty rooms. I also dislike the 2D-wannabe-3D graphics. I
acknowledge that the game is 10 years old now, but it looks too sterile for a point-and-click game and the 3D movement
animation is not a redeeming factor for me. The old hand-drawn backgrounds of Sierra and Lucasarts just convey so much
more.
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